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_, , The paper describes the development of random vibration test criteria for
; aircraft equipment whose prime source of vibration is turbulent airflow at

Apo%,

the surface of the aircraft. Associated criteria for equipment vibrationcaused by jet engine noise or operation of aircraft guns can be found n
~~references 15 and 16, respectively. The paper shows that the random vibr-

m ~tion levels, as derived from the study of 4 jet aircraft, are generally" '
""' ~less severe than existing applicable sinusoidal tests. The test levels _

Sare adaptable to a particular aircraft/equipment location and are based 4,'i.- on the aircraft's aerodynamic pressure (q) and its surface geometry. The
criteria contain both functional and fatigue test procedures. The paper ."

Ditstresses the importance of functional testing to alleviate operational

that thlevel i r aedonrte nlibhr ofnfigs brteeuimntwylb

malfunction. The fatigue test levels are adaptable from the standpoint

operational as well as the total qualification test time. for

aTrf eDCTION The turbulent airflow impinging on an air-craft surface during high speed flight has suf-Vibrations within Jet aircraft are ficient oscillatory energy to cause si nificant

caused by a number of phenomena. The princi- vibrations in the surface structure . This
pal sources, generally, are: jet engine noise phenomena has caused extensive fatigue cracks"and turbulent airflow (pseudo-noise) which ia- in many military Tltght vehicles (2]. These
"'/-': pinge on aircraft externalasurfaces; gust, surface vibrations are directly transferred,

-Jmlanding, and takeoff loads; and on-board me- then, through the vehicle's internal structure
chantcal equipment such as engines and pumps, and inet the vehicle's equipment. Thus, the
---. : This paper describes the structural vbrattons equipment vibration environment is a direct
induced by turbulent airflow and generalizes function of the surface airflow and the struc- oaai'the findings to devlop pertinent, adaptable ture's dynamic transmissibility.

rndom vibration test criteria for aircraft oaequipment. These criteria are those recently The characteristics of this turbulent air-

*l proposed for inclusion in Method 514 of flow have been well established (3, 4, 5, 6].pIL-ST810C, "Environmental Test Methods." Generally, it has a randomly osci lating akpli-
tude and exhibits a frequecy spectrum thatnThe results of the study are based on varies continuously over a broad range. Its

statistically significant quantities of n a- ms amplitude has been shown to be a function
sured flight vibration data from four distinct of the aircraft's aerodynamic p re (q),

Jet aircraft. Two of the aircraft used are Mach number (Mn), and local surface geometry.
Sfighter-bomber types and two are cargo types. Generally, its magnitude increases with in-
Both fighter-bomber vehicles have engines creasing q in a more or less linear fashion.

hipch exhaust at or near the extreme aft fuse- Perturbations to this linear relationship occur
-lage such that most of the flight data inea- at certain Mach numbers and are generally
sured could be considered as produced by tur- caused by local "shocks". These often occur I

7-- bulent surface airflow rather than from the the transonic range (0.8 to 1.0 Mn) as well as

. . ;Jet engine noise. On the other hand, the car- at certain supersonic speeds. The flow overgo aircraft have wing mounted engines such vehicle surfaces with irregular geometry is
gthat only the forward quarter fuselage data generally 15 to 25 decibels (5 wo 20 times)
h was consfidbeed applicable, more turbulent an flow over smooth surfaces.

Such irregularities comonly found on aircraft
A..J RELATIONSHP bETWEEN VIBRATION TURBULENT are speed brakes, blade antennas, reentrant

SURFACE AIRFLOW surface angles, engine boundary layer control
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devices, open weapons bays, gun muzzles, and are dependent with a view toward simplifying
air conditioning exhaust ports. the final criteria.

Thus, we can expect equipment located in As discussed in the previous section, the
compartments adjacent to and Immediately aft of aircraft equipment's environment is heavily de-
surface irregularities to experience vibrations pendent upon the characteristics of the turbu-
significantly higher than equipment in compart- lent flow at the vehicle's adjacent surfaces
ments adjacent to smooth external surfaces. and the local structural dynamic transmissibi-
Furthermore, since the aerodynamic source is lity. As for this dynamic transmissibility, it
random, the vibratory response is random [7]. is usually very difficult or impossible to de-
The frequency characteristics of the input to termine. Perhaps the only practical approach
the equipment is affected by the filtering is to statistically analyze measured flight r
(transmissibility) characteristics of the inter- vibration da.a from several flight vehicles and
mediate structure. relate these, respectively, to the character-

istics of the turbulent airflow at the vehicle
Over a broad range of flight vehicles, surface adjacent to the vibration pickups, thus

these structural filtering characteristics are determining an average structural transfer func-
reasonably similar. For example, most aircraft tion. Again, this is based on the assumption
surfaces are principally monocoque consisting that most vehicles have similar construction.
of light gage sheets riveted to stringers,
frames, and longerons. Characteristically, As for the external flow, it can generally
these sheet metal surfaces, upon which the be parameterized in terms of the vehicle's sur-
oscillating air directly impinges, have a face geometry, aerodynamic pressure (q), and
sequence of natural vibration frequencies whose Mach number (Mn). As pointed out earlier, the
fundamental frequency Is between 200 and 400 vehicle's surface geometry causes a significant
cps. While they vibrate at all of the forcing difference in the magnitude of the external flow
frequencies, they greatly amplify the vibrations turbulence for a given q. Thus, a practicaN .
at their natural frequencies. These frequen- approach in analysis is to break out the mea-
cies, then, coupled with any significant reso- sured vibration data into various aircraft
nances of the internal structure, are the domi- zones. These are characterized as zones adja-
nant points on the frequency spectrum perceived cent to irregular surface geometry and zones
by the aircraft's equipment. Figure 1 shows a adjacent to smooth surface geometry [61.
typical spectrum of the structural vibration
measured near an equipment mount. To include Mach number as a prediction

parameter would also add a large degree of com-
DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONAL TEST LEVELS plication. Mach number effects are highly de-

pendent upon local surface geometry and thus
In the past two decades, and perhaps since require too detailed a knowledge of the partic-

the genesis of test specs, there has been con- ular aircraft structure to be practical for use
siderable criticism that vibration test speci-
fications are not realistic. The bulk of the
criticism from industry, and recently from DOD
equipment project officers, has been that test Lo-l
levels are too high. This criticism is espe-
cially intense when it has been discovered that
an equipment item cannot pass its vibration test.

Environmental engineers have great diffi-
culty in justifying the existing specifications,
especially when they know that the environment
is random while the test is sinusoidal, and
when they know that the environmental levels
vary appreciably from aircraft to aircraft and 10-2
from point to point in the same aircraft while
the existing specifications are relatively
rigid. It is little wonder that reduction or
complete waiving of test requirements has be-
come more the rule rather than the exception
in the last several years.

It follows that ad:ptable, random vibra-
tion tests are needed. Yet, since it Is the IL-3
usual custom that the equipment project engi-
neer, rather than an environmental engineer, 101 10
establishes the environmental test requirementsfor his equipment, any new adaptable test
should be as easy to understand and apply as Fig. I Typical ircraft struct l
practicable. Thus, it is necessary to Investi- vibration spectrum umaured nea: angate the many parameters upon which test levels equLpatnt ount.
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0i Such a docment as NIL-STO-810. range. Furthermore. this linearity assumption
is consistent with the relationship between

Although Hach effects can occur at super- vibration level and q in zones of smooth
sonic speeds, many occur at transonic speeds geometry.

-* (0.8 to 0.95 Mn) at surface irregularities.
The usual effect is a relatively abrupt in- Thus, the approach taken in this study was
crease In the magnitude of the local turbulence to assume that aircraft vibration levels are
as the critical speed is approached, followed proportional to aerodynamic pressure (q), both
by a relative reduction in magnitude as this In zones of smooth and irregular surface geo-
speed is exceeded. This phenomena is shown in metry, with the constant of proportionality, k,
Figure 2. derived on the basis of a line that forms the

IS
140. p a overall rus pressure level

k" = proportionality constant
q n aerodynamic pressuce
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Fig. 2 Comparison of turbulent pressure and corresponding aircraft structural
vibration as a function of Mach number (constant altitude).

Note In this figure that the turbulence upper tangent to the G vs q curve. As far aslevel as well as the proximate vibration level practicable, each vehicle used in the study
tend generally to increase with increasing Mach was divided into zones of smooth and irregular
uituer (and o), notwithstanding the perturba- surface geometry. When possible, the measure-
tion at the critical Mach number. This sug- ments in each zone were statistically analyzed
tests an approach which relates the vibration (mean value, standard deviation a) and the
level directly as a linear function of q vibration level was established on the basis
(6 a kq) with the use of the vibration level that 95% of the data in each zone was coveredat the critical Mach number to evaluate the co- (mean value +1.6o). The details of this pro-
efficient k. Such a curve is also shown in cess are shown in the next section.
Figure 2. This approach is described In more
detail in references 8 and 9. ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT A

Adnttedly, this relationship provides a Aircraft A is a fighter-bomber type with
coNservative estimate of the vibration level at extensive surface irregularities. The vibra-
ether Hach numbers. However, a significant tion data was separated into zones adjacent to

rcentage of the flight time of most vehicles smooth surfaces and zones adjacent to irregular
Isspent In this transonic range, and test surfaces. Although only small amounts of data
levels are often based on measurements in this were available from wing, stabilizer, and aft
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fuselage (aft of wing trailing edge) zones, the appropriate one-third octave bandwidth.
these zones were put in the irregular surface Following this operation, all levels were In-
category. This step is considered reasonable creased by 4.5 decibels to insure enveloping
because of high turbulences caused by external the narrow band peaks (10]. This 4.5 decibel
pylons and stores. Furthermore, equipment factor was determined by comparison of one-
within wings and stabilizers are much closer to third octave band and narrow band plots of the
the source of vibration (i.e., less structural same data. Figure 4 shows the results for both
attenuation), zones.

Fgure 3 shows how the overall vibration ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT 8
levels vary with aerodynamic pressure. The

curve representing each accelerometer is nor- Aircraft B is also a fighter-bomber. The
S malized based on its vibration level at 0.9 14n. analysis used was the same as used with Air-

The curves shown were taken from flights at craft A. Unfortunately, no data was available
altitudes of 2000 feet and 30,000 feet. Note to show the relationship between vibration
that a linear relationship between vibration level and q. However, vibration levels mea-
level and q is not totally unrealistic. sured during takeoff and landing were available

1.0
%0/. 9 kq
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0.4 •
* .
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Fig. 3 Comparison of aircraft overall vibration level vs aerodynamic pres-
sure. Data is taken from five accelerometers during flight at altitudes of
2000 feet and 30,000 feet. Vibration levels from each altitude have been

3 -normalized based on their levels at 0.9 Mach number.

To develop a test level, vibration data and are shown in Figure 5 along with the mean
were used for flight conditions in the tran- vibration levels and other parameters for tran-
sonic range. One-third octave band frequency sonic flight. Note how the'takeoff and landing
spectra were used to compute the mean level and vibrations greatly exceed the flight vibration
standard deviation for each zone. These one- levels below 200 cps. This suggests that take-
third octave band levels were then converted to off and landing should be considered in the

• power spectral density levels by squartng the development of the vibration test criteria.
ano-third octave Grms levels and dviding by This subject is addressed further in the
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Comparison of All Data section. so as to eliminate the effects Induced by jet
engine noise. The data available for analysis

ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT C was presented in tems of g2/cps based on a 5
Cps filter bandwidth analysis. Insufficient

Aircraft C Is a four engine (wing mounted) data was available to show the relationship
Jet cargo aircraft. Only data In the fuselage between vibration level and q. -Figure 6 shows
foriard of the engines was used in the analysis the measured vibration levels and other para-

meters for q w 280 psf as well as during ground
operations. In this case, the 95% qualifica-

sooth adjacent to tion test level was obtained by constructing a
line approximately 2 to 3 decibels below the

SlO- I maximum measured levels shown. This 2 to 3

4/*, ii *decibel factor was derived from comparison of- : ' .maximum levels and the 95% level from Aircraft

L *, Aircraft D is also a large four engine
(wing mounted) jet aircraft. Again, only fuse-

S.age vibration data measured forward of the
* * ,o : , * "., ; # engines was used in the analysis.

. . Although a large number of accelerometers
was used in this section of the fuselage, the

| * tavailable data was not sufficiently describedS S so that mean zone levels and standard deviations
could be computed. Rather, the ava'iable data
was based on octave band filter analysis and

So only the upper 60% (two tail) confidence limits'
0 -were shown. In an attempt to get at least ball-

park results, these confidence limits were
raised by a factor of 10 decibels and were used

emu_. in that form as an estimate of the 95% data
coverage curve. These are shown in Figure 7.

ones 'adjacent LEVEThe 10 decibel factor is the sum of a 7 decibel
irregular external increase to insure enveloping the narrow band
surfaces peaks [10, 5 (Page 25)] and a 3 decibel in-

C& 95% COV!ERAGE . 0 '" % crease which the authors of reference 5 sug-.gests will cover "most of the data" in the mid-

J -,frequency range (300 to 600 cps).r sf :...' \VI I * *.COMPARISON OF ALL DATA
A I• Let us consider that a representative test

• * *" . *! :. / curve can take the form shown in Figure 8.
A . / * * Then, Figure 9 shows the W test levels of,,, Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 plotted vs aerodynamicr pressure. It can be seen that the relationship

a- ! / ,*:' FigiSmoturac5,s, and 7thate vshereltonicW: i -Wu2.7 xl0 8 xq 2  g 2/cps (1)

S -- approximates the data for zones adjacent to
~ 1 ~ * 3 1smooth surfaces, and that the relationship

t We * *' 14 ~lx 10-8 Xq2  g2/cps (2)

Irregular surfaces.

10-? I * With regard to the test level W1 shown In

100 315 100O Figure 8, it is sometimes more difficult to re-
late it to q. Vibrations in the low frequency

IPRlgI2CY,,CPS range depend on the excitation of the bending
and torsion modes of the vehicle's fuselage.

hg. 4 Comptrlson of measured aircraft wings, and empennage. While the higher fre-
vibrations with qualification test levels quency vibrations are almost totally dependent
for Arcraft A flying at 2000 feet and upon local surface flow and are thus highly
0.9 Mach number (q = 1120 pst)o repeatable from flight to flight [6, Page 97],
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the lower frequency amplitudes are more depen- As can be observed from Figures 4, SS5, 6, •
dent on transient exciting forces such as wind this level is generally higher than fli;1t ,,
gusts, touchdown, and runway roughness, and are sured data, but lower than some data mea,.,t.
thus much less repeatable from flight to flight, during ground operations.
Furthermore, the highest levels measured do not
occur every mission, and perhaps occur only a DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONAL TEST LEVELS
fw times over the life of the aircraft.

On this basis, the equipment funct 0 f;.
Since-insufficient data is available to qualification test levels shown in the A0 •-:.,

statistically characterize the vibration levels were formulated. It is recommended that t:e:e
in this low frequency range, it was decided to functional test levels be computed using :e
use a test level that is based on sinusoidal maximum aircraft q. Such a practice will an-
test levels of approximately t 1G to ± 2G which sure that the equipment will function pro;at':
are commonly used in this frequency range (ref- throughout the operating range of the fl1~n:t
erence MIL-STD-810). Using a process similar vehicle.
to that described in a later section (compari-
son of Random and Sinusoidal Vibration Testing) Note that, unlike most conventional test
for random/sine equivalence, the following test specifications, the criteria in the Appendix
l level was derived. contain both functional and fatigue tests.

separate functional test is deemed necessary s:
that the performance of an equipment item in
the operational environment can be evaluated.

Many instances of operational mal-
-" * * , 'function have been reported as cause.,

a * * a Takeoff by improper (or lacking) functional

* * Flight checks during laboratory vibration
*I a •qualification [8, 11].

aI FATIGUE TEST LEVELS

Many operational equipment fail-
S95% C0V1RAGE ures have also occurred because of

n material fatigue [11). In developing
qualification tests, it is a common

-- , m"practice to raise the test levelsS~ ,above the operational levels so thatUthe test can simulate, ina relatively

short time, the entire servi Ce lIFe if
the equipment.

tIn order to define an equivalent
10"2 - elevated fatigue test tevel, an equa-

S 4L" u_ _ tion of the form [12, 13]

Gf - G0(To/Tf)6 (4)

S*k " # " l is often used, where Gf is the ms
I r *. "i / . . i fatigue test level, Go is the ms

I s * r * - operational level, To is the opera-
i" *** " -. tional time spent at vibration levelt i iG T is the test time spent at level

Slo G aG d a is a constant representing
te slope of the curvalinear relation-

1: ship between applied oscillatoryl i[ ". " stress and respective time (stress
S4 reversals) to fatigue failure of a

* given material. Although the reported
. values of a range considerably, values|of 0.10 to 0.15 are often used for

S * random vibration. In this case, the
10i I 1 3 * * value of 0.125 Is used because it

S,* appears to be a reasonable average.
31 100 315 1000 Thus, in terms of acceleration power

FREQUENCY- CPS spectral density (g2/cps), we have,
using equations of the forms (1) and

Fig. S. Couparison of aasured aircraft vibrations (2) as an operational level and equa-
with qualification test levels for Aircraft 8 during tion (4),
ground operations and while in flight at 0.9 Mach Wf (W)(T/Tf)'/4 92/CpS
number and 5,003 feet altitude (q = 1000) 1 o Tc
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where if is the fatigue test level. Note that, vehicles that obtain maximum q in the super-
when equation (4) is converted from terms of sonic regime. They spend only a very small
ims to terms of psd, the exponent becomes 2 a fraction of their time at maximum q, however,
(i.e., 2x0.125 - 1/4). because of such factors as fuel economy and

weapon delivery speed limitations. Their
Analysis of the miss4on profiles of sever- normal maximum q is usually about 1200 psf at

&l aircraft, including those in this study, which they usually spend a fatigue equivalent
shows that the flight time spent at maximum or of 20 minutes per flight.
near maximum q is epproximately 20 minutes per
flight. The exceptions to this are supersonic Thus, if we let N equal the total number
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of missions a vehicle (or equipment) will fly normally not occur at operational (functional)
Over Its lifetime, then vibration levels.

To -aN/3 hours (6) GENERAL PURPOSE EQUIPNERT

and equation ()becomes In many instances, an equipment iteml, such

af (V0)(N/3T)1/4 (7)

hutare I is ix~a fatigue test time In hours and
W0 is restricted by not allowing q to be V0
larger than 1200 psf.

iifjation (7) forms the basis for t~,e
fatigue (endujrance) qualification tests shown wl -
in the Appendix. These fatigue tests are
unique compared to most specifications since 6 DBA)CTAVB
the test time is allowed to be variable and isSLP
left to the testing laboratory to decide. Per-
mission to exend test timie and thereby lower 2

*the fatigue test level Is very practical in 30 10
situations involving very heavy loads (relative ?REEcy" CPS
to the ihaker cacaci ty) and In situations where Pig. 8 Random vibration qualification
high test levels n~ay cause interference of test curve with undefined amplitude.

* - equipment components (abrasion) which would

~CKPT &SiILWS0 A/ A (irregular)
*A/C A(smooth) /

A A/C C/

L~~~.2Ll0-J .~o A/C D/

10-4 qxO a 420

q = 200

q 420 a 2 .7lq

10-3

lo-4

SURFACE measuremuets n,'itr .at.f

10 10010-4 1
3 0100200 400 LW.)

PREQUVCY. CPS ABwvmvrc PRssawR -

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured vibra- Pig. 9 Comparison of aerodynaafC PI"j

tion levels ^nd aerodynamic pressure, sure q and Vo levels (ref Figue 4
f, or Aircraft D. aircraft A, B, C, and D.
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as a communication or navigation unit, is de- There are many who criticize random vibra-
.loped for use in a number of different air- tion tests as being much more severe than stan-

. craft types such that the project officer may dard sine tests. Many people add up the total
not know all of its potential vehicle applica- energy under the random curve (from 20 cps to

- tions. In this case, the test criteria in the 2000 cps) and exclaim that it is much greater
Appendix suggest a test suitable for a high than ±lOG peak commonly found in siF.e tests.
performance fighter-bomber capable of flight at Yet the scientists tell us that it is not the
q 1200 psf. Based on the assumption that total energy but only the energy near the reso-

these units may be placed in a compartment nance bandwidths that do the damage [13, 14].
adjacent to an irregular surface, the test
levels are On this scientific basis, let us compare

the fatigue damage potential of the random tests
to - 0.20 g2/cp$ (8) herein and the standard ±1OG peak test. Refer-

ences 12, 13, and 14 show us that the "fatigue
Wf a (0.20)(1300/T)1/4  g2/cps equivalent" sinusoid Gf to the random power

spectral density Wf isJUNK TESTS f--A

In addition to the vibration and shock (9)
environments produced by aircraft, an equipment
Is also exposed to many dynamic environments where A is an ampli-
produced by handling. As examples, consider fication factor relating the sinusoidal and ran-
removal and installation environments, acciden- dom fatigue (S-N) failure curves for a given
tal drops during transfer, and riding without material, fo is the resonance frequency, and Q
its packing crate in the back of a jeep or is the amplification factor of the resonance.
field truck.

If we can consider that the ratio f0 /Q
Equipment that could not survive this kind 10 in the 300 to 1000 cps frequency range and

of environment has been labeled as junk. Of that A a 2 for a test time of 1/2 to one hour
course, it is very difficult to determine exact [14), then equation (9) becomes
mplitude and frequency statistics of this en-
vironment. However, our forebearers faced this Gf 8 4W8 (10)
problem by instituting a relatively simple
sinusoidal test which is contained in a number Applying equatign (10) to a fatigue test
of procedures in Method 514 of MIL-STD-810. In level of Wf w 0.10 g /cps, which is a typical
essence, the vibration level in this procedure level found in quiet aircraft zones, we find
is contained by the 0.10 inch double amplitude that the equivalent sinusoidal test level is
and ±2G curves and provides four ten-minute only Gf " -2.SG. In fact, it takes a level of
resonances and a sweep on each of three mutu- Wf a 1.6 g92/cps to be equivalent to a -1OG
ally perpendicular axes. The test is in a sinusoid. It is thus obvious that the test
whard mounted" configuration and is applied to levels proposed in the Appendix are much less
equipment that is isolated when installed In severe than most widely used sine tests.
the aircraft. It was assumed that unisolated
equipment would experience the standard -lOG Unfortunately, it is very difficult or
test and, therefore, did not require this impossible to draw "functional equivalences"
"extram -2G test. between sine and random vibration. It is the

author's judgment, however, that the random
In the test criteria in the Appendix, the test is much more thorough. It has been ob-

*26 test is also recommended for aircraft iso- served that operational malfunctions were re-
lated equipment. To account for junk testing produced with random vibration which could not
of equipment that are not aircraft isolated, be reproduced by sine testing [8]. Sine test-
however, a random junk test was developed. ing is limited by the fact that only 4 (or a
This is manifested by requiring a minimum comparably small number) resonance dwells are
fatigue (endurance) test level of 0.04 g

2/cps. run per axis while even the less complex equip-
Although the criteria in the Appendix states ments have many more resonances. While it is
that this minimum level be applied to all true that the associated sine sweeps do excite
equipment, it is relatively benign for isolated most of these other resonances, one must con-
equipment. sider the short time period spent in any one

resonance bandwidth and the fact that many of
This level was derived by equating the these resonances aren't excited long enough to

fatigue life expected when an equipment is ex- peak out [12). In contrast, the random test
posed to a ten-minute, ±2G (or 0.10" DA) reso- excites every resonance for the duration of the
nant environment and the fatigue life expected test.
when exiosed to a random level for one hour
[13, 4 This approach is explained in more It appears, then, that the random test
detail in the next section. proposed is a less severe but more thorough

test.
COMPARISON OF RANDOM AND SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION
TEI'TING
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1 SUMIAY Bulletin 41. Supplement, Dec 1970.

The paper describes the development of 10. D. L. Earls, J. F. Dreher, "Statistical
random vibration test criteria for aircraft Approach to Optimize Random Vibration Test
equipment whose prime source of vibration Is Spectra," Shock & Vibration Bulletin 41. Supple-
turbulent airflow at the surface of the air- ment, page 30, Dec 1970.
craft. Associated criteria for equipment
vibration caused by jet engine noise or opera- 11. A. Dantowitz, G. Hirschberger, D. Pravidlo,
tion of aircraft guns can be found in refer- "Analysis of Aeronautical Equipment Environ-
ences 15 and 16, respectively, mental Failures," AFFDL-TR-71-32, May 1971.

The paper shows that the random vibration 12. 4. Gertel, "Specification of Laboratory
levels, as derived from the study of 4 jet air- Tests," Chapter 24, Shock & Vibration Hdbk,
craft, are generally less severe than existing McGraw-Hill, 1961.
applicable sinusoidal tests. The test levels
are adaptable to a particular aircraft/equip- 13. J. W. Miles, "On Structural Fatigue Under
ment location and are based on the aircraft's Random Loading," Journal of Acoustic Society,
aerodynamic pressure (q) and its surface Nov 1954-
geometry. I

14. G. Fitch, et al, "Establishment of the
The criteria contain both functional and Approach to, and Development of, Interim Design

fatigue test procedures. The paper stresses Criteria for Sonic Fatigue," ASO-TOR-62-26,
the importance of functional testing to alle- Jun 1962.
viate operational malfunction. The fatigue
test levels are adaptable from the standpoint 15. J. H. afford, J. F. Dreher, "Aircraft
that the level is based on the number of Equipment Random Vibration Test Criteria Based
flights the equipment will be operational as on Vibration Induced by Jet and Fan Engine
well as the total qualification test time. Exhaust Noise," Shock & Vibration Bulletin No.
* S43, 1973.
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APPENDIX levels are required, a functional level and an
endurance level. For each axis, one half of

PROPOSED TEST CRITERIA FOR METHOD 514 the functional test shall be conducted first,
OF NIL-STD-810* then the endurance test. followed by the

second half of the functional test. The equip-
. Procedure IA - Random vibration test ment shall perform according to the equipment

for equipment installed In jet airplanes. specification operating requiremeents pref.
(Not for turbo prop aircraft or jet powered General Requirements, para. 3.2) durtng the
helicopters.) The random vibration environ- functional testing. The acceleration power

ment which occurs at equipment locations in spectral density (G2/Hz) of applied vibration,
jet aircraft stems from four principal sources: as measured on the test fixture at mounting

points of the test item, shall be according to
a. Turbulent aerodynamic air flow able 514-IIA and Figure 514-2A. The func-

along external surfaces of the aircraft tional and endurance test time durations and

structure. other test conditions shall be determined from
the test level equations and other parameter

b. Jet engine noise impinging on air- values from Table 514-IIA.
craft structure. 4.6.3.2 Equipment with Isolators. Equipment

c. Gun blast Pressure impinging on air- designed for operational installat' . on vibra-tion Isolators shall also be subj' " to a .

craft structure from high speed repetitive tinn ity eance st w t o
firing of installed guns. minimum rigidity endurance test w- the iso-lators removed. This test shall onducted

d. General aircraft motion caused by according to para. 4.6.2, Table 5 . and
such Geers asrunway otoes lad by Curve AR of Figure 514-2. At the -luston

fusts. of this test the equipment shall do speci-
fied performance. (Ref. General -ents,

The tests outlined in the procedure consider para. 3.2.)
all of these environments and require design *Proposal also contains criteria for vibrations
to the most severe of these. These tests are
preferred for use with equipment in jet air- caused by Jet engine noise.
craft in lieu of the sinusoidal tests of Pro-
cedure 1, Table 514-11, Figure 514-2, except Wo
for S t engine mounted equipment. For equip- ,
ment mounted directly to aircraft jet engines,
use Procedure 1. To determine an equipment i
specific random vibration test, compute func-
tional and endurance test levels for aero- I I
dynamic induced and for Jet engine induced 0.04
vibration from Table 514-IIA and Figure 514-2A. I
Use the more severe of the two functional
levels as the equipment's functional test, and 1 V
the more severe of the two endurance levels 1 V ue. 3c0 1000 2000
(on an equal time, T, basis) for the equip- Frequency (Hz)
ment's endurance test. Gun blast tests shall
be conducted in addition to this procedure, as CURVEA- RANDOM VIBRATION ENVELOPE
applicable, in Method 519, if they are a higher
level of severity.

4.6.3.1 Performance of Test. The individual
equipment test item shall be subjected to -2
broadband random vibration excitation. The
power spectral density tolerances of applied
vibration shall be according to para. 4.5.2.
The test Item shall be attached to the vibra-
tion exciter according to para. 4.2. Equipment
hard mounted in service shall be hard mounted
to the test fixture. Equipment Isolated in
service shall use service isolators when mount- V 80 100 120 140 160
ed on the test fixture. If service isolators Equipment Weight - Lbs
cannot be made available during the qualifica-
tion test, isolators shall be provided with CURVE B - REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MASS LOADING
characteristics such that the isolator/equip-
ant resonant frequencies shall be between
20 hz and 45 hz with resonant amplification

* ratio between 3 and 5. Vibration shall be Fig. 514-2A. Random vibration test curve and
applied sequentially along each of the three mass loading reduction factor for jet aircraft
orthogonal axes of the test item. Two test equipment
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TABLE 514-IIA

.Random Vibration Test Criteria for Jet Aircraft Equipment

Cri teria

Aerodynamic induced vibration (Curve A, Figure 514-ZA)

Functional test level 1,5,6 Wa - K(ql)2

Endurance test level 2,3,5,6 We - K(q2)
2 (r/3T)1/4

Jet Engine noise induced vibration (Curve A, Figure 514-2A)

Functional test level 1,4,5,6,7,8 W, (0.48 cos2e/R)[Dc(Vc/1850)3+Df(Vf/1850)3)

Endurance test level 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 Wo a (0.48 cos2e/R)[Dc(Vc/1850)
3+Df(Vf/1850) 3](N/lOT) /4

Gunblast induced vibration (See Method 519)

Definitions

K 2.7 x 10-8 for cockpit panel equipment and equipment attached to structure in compartments
adjacent to external surfaces that are smooth, free from discontinuities.

K 14 x 10-8 for equipment attached to structure in compartments adjacent to or immediately aft
of external surfaces having discontinuities (cavities, chins, blade antennas, speed brakes,
etc.) and equipments in wings, pylons, stabilizers, and fuselage aft of trailing edge wing
root.

q" maximum aerodynamic pressure for carrying aircraft, psf.

q2 1200 psf or maximum aircraft q, whichever Is less.

N - maximum number of anticipated service missions for equipment or carrying aircraft. (N?3)

T - test time per axis, hours (Tal)

Dc a engine core exhaust diameter, feet (for engines withoL. fans, use maximum exllaust diameter).

* Of a engine fan exhaust diameter, feet

R - minimum distance between center of engine aft exhaust plane and the center of gravity of
installed equipment, feet.

Vc = engine core exhaust velocity, feet per sec. (for engines without fans, use maximum exhaust
velocity without afterburner).

Vf - engine fan exhaust velocity, feet per sec.

* - angle between R line and engine exhaust axis (aft vectored), degrees.

Notes

1. Functional test time shall be 1 hour per axis.
2. Use Wo = 0.04 g2/hz if calculated endurance tent level values are less than 0.04 g2/hz, T • I.
3. If one hour (T - 1) endurance test level is S tunctional test level, no endurance test is

required except according to Note 2.
4. If aircraft has more than one engine, We shall be the sum of the individually computed values

for each engine.
5. 1f aircraft equipment location and/or using aircraft is unknown, use functional level, W a 0.2a

ge/hz and endurance level Wo = (0.20) x (1300/T)1
/4.

6. For equipment weighing more than 80 pounds, the vibration test level may be reduced according

to Curve B, Figure 514-2A.
. For 70*9 0 - 1800, use 6 - 700 to compute Wo.

For engines with afterburner, use We which is 4 times larger than Wo computed using maximum Vc
and Vf without afterburner.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Volin (Shock and Vibration Information Hr. Gertel (K tic Svstnttla Is there
Center): What do you consider to be a realistic any variation of the test specification
percentage of aircraft life to use in design of requirementu made for differert levels of
equipment? equipment installation7 In other words, are

there any differences for components and
Mr. Dreher: What do you mean by realistic? sub-equipments within larger systems? 4

Hr. Volin: The percentage of the number of Mr. Dreher: No. These particular levels
hours In the life of an aircraft. are for the black box type of assembled unit.

It's not for an electronic unit that is part
Mr. Dreher: Well we kind of hedge that of a black box.

question and leave it up to the project engineer.
I am the sort of a person who likes to see the Mr. Certel: Is any consideration being
equipment last for the life of the vehicle, given to develop-ng criteria for sub-structures
like the radio in your automobile, or sub-components?

Mr. Volin: In short, you would like to see Mr. Dreher: Not right now, at least not
the radio outlast the airplane, by our organization. Rome Air Development

Center does this kind of work. Perhaps they
Mr. Dreher: Why don't we make it three or have some data.

four lifetimes. We could use it in three or
four airplanes.
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